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"Aircraft Accident Report: United Airlines Flight 227" by Civil Aeronautics Board.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
Columbia Accident Investigation Board Report
JET, Jobs, Education and Training
HOUSE REPORTS
U.S. Government Research Reports
Report to the Congress
Headquarters Air Education and Training Command released its Accident
Investigation Board report from the T-38C Talon mishap, which occurred near
Laughlin Air Force Base, Texas, Nov. 20, 2017.One pilot was able to eject safely
from the T-38C and sustained minor injuries, while the second pilot was killed
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at ground impact, after not ejecting from the aircraft. The cause of the mishap
was determined to be left and right gearbox coupling shaft failures and
subsequent dual airframe mounted gearbox failure, which resulted in a total
hydraulic failure and an uncontrollable aircraft. The Board President also found
the lack of maintenance guidance addressing similar repeated failures of the
right gearbox was a substantial contributing factor to the mishap. Additionally,
board members also found that the deceased pilot did not eject from the
aircraft because the mishap crew failed to complete the ejection seat system
checklist and take the second pilot's ejection seat out of safe mode before
takeoff. Contributing factors to the accident included task misprioritization and
a delayed decision to eject. The aircraft was assigned to the 87th Flying
Training Squadron, which is part of the 47th Flying Training Wing at Laughlin
AFB. The destroyed aircraft is valued at approximately $11 million.
Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense on Reserve Forces
Technical Report
Semiannual Report of the Secretary of Defense and the Semiannual Reports of
the Secretary of the Army, Secretary of the Navy, Secretary of the Air Force
Preliminary Studies for a Proposal for Planning of Job-experience-training (JET)
Program in Regional Colleges of Burma
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Nuclear forces report
The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) is an independent agency that works for
Congress. The GAO watches over Congress, and investigates how the federal government spends
taxpayers dollars. The Comptroller General of the United States is the leader of the GAO, and is
appointed to a 15-year term by the U.S. President. The GAO wants to support Congress, while at the
same time doing right by the citizens of the United States. They audit, investigate, perform analyses,
issue legal decisions and report anything that the government is doing. This is one of their reports.
Annual Report - Chief, National Guard Bureau
Military Manpower Training Report For...
January 1950 Through December 1953
Report to Congress of United States
1996 Evaluation Report on the Jobs, Education and Training (JET) Program

Central departmental decisions by the Ministry of Defence to try
to balance the defence budget have reduced its cash-flow
requirements in the short-term but at a long-term cost that
represents poor value for money for the taxpayer. Not making
realistic budgetary provision for all likely project outcomes
and slowing down projects has resulted in a £3.3 billion
increase in a single year, 2009-10, in the total cost of the 15
largest defence equipment projects. For the second successive
year the cost performance on the majority of projects has been
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broadly stable and the rate of timescale slippage has also
reduced significantly since last year and 98 per cent of Key
Performance Indicators are expected to be met. The MOD did not
make realistic budgetary provision for all potential costs, for
example, on the Typhoon combat aircraft where the Department
decided that it needed to spend £2.7 billion on the programme
including the purchase of 16 additional aircraft to meet
contractual agreements. It has slowed down projects such as the
Queen Elizabeth Class aircraft carriers, leading to further
project cost growth of £650 million. And, to address cost
overruns, the Department has also reduced the number of items,
and therefore capability, to be procured. The MOD recently
undertook to report annually to Parliament on the affordability
of its ten-year equipment plan, which should help deter the
corporate practices which have adverse value for money
implications.
Annual Report for Fiscal Year ... Including the Reports of the
Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the Army, Secretary of the
Navy, Secretary of the Air Force
Dod Acquisition
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Hearings Before and Special Reports Made by Committee on Armed
Services of the House of Representatives on Subjects Affecting
the Naval and Military Establishments
Report
Aircraft Accident Report

Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world
wide sources and announces documents that have recently been entered into the
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Database.
Annual Report of the Chief of the National Guard Bureau
JET
Accident Investigation Board Report on T-38c Talon Supersonic Jet Trainer
Aircraft Crash with Pilot Fatality Near Laughlin Air Force Base, Texas In 2017
Project Summary Sheets; Ministry of Defence
A Report Submitted to the College of Education, University of Hawaii, Honolulu,
Hawaii
In the last decades, loss of control in flight was the largest category of
commercial jet fatal accidents worldwide. Precipitating factors in these accidents
have included equipment failures and system anomalies, weather phenomena,
inappropriate use of flight controls or systems, inappropriate control responses by
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crew, or some combination of these factors. In many of these accidents flight
crews could have recovered from the initial upset attitude by promptly applying
appropriate control inputs. However, recovery from upset attitudes is challenging,
even for highly experienced airline pilots, for the following reasons: 1) pilots rarely
have opportunities to practice the appropriate procedures and 2) demanding time
constraints and, in some cases, altitude constraints. Also, recovery from some
upset accidents requires not only correctly manipulating the controls hut also
recognizing the underlying problem causing the upset. The initial upset is
generally sudden and unexpected; the crew must not only quickly and correctly
assess the situation but also implement recovery procedures appropriate to the
situation. Usually the crew does not have enough time for the relatively slow
cognitive processes of reasoning and problem solving; rather, the appropriate
actions must be highly learned skilled responses that can be executed more
quickly. The NTSB has on several occasions recommended that pilots be trained
to recover proficiently from abnormal regimes of flight and unusual attitudes. Both
the FAA and the ATA encourage airlines to conduct upset attitude recovery
training, and many U.S. carriers now include some limited training of this sort,
although the content and extent of the training varies widely. Typically, the
training consists of a combination of classroom presentations and simulator
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training. In 1997-98 a consortium of airplane manufacturers, airlines, pilot
associations, flight training organizations, and government agencies developed
an airplane upset recovery training aid that included recommended procedures
for excessive nose-high and nose-low attitudes. To date, no formal study of the
effectiveness of existing airplane upset recovery training programs has been
made. Many questions remain unanswered, for example: How extensively must
pilots practice recovery maneuvers to obtain proficiency? How often must pilots
train to maintain proficiency? To what extent does generic training enable pilots
to recover from a wide range of potential upset attitude scenarios? To what
extent can training address the factor of surprise that occurs in actual line
upsets? To what extent will training in ground-based simulators transfer
appropriately to actual flight, given that ground-based simulators cannot match
the forces and accelerations encountered in actual upsets and given that the
fidelity of the aerodynamic models of the simulators is not well established or
implemented outside of normal operating parameters? Supported by a contract
from the training element of NASA's Aviation Safety Training Program, Veridian
Engineering recently completed a study that bears on some of these questions.
1. The primary objective of this study was to generate data to support decisionmaking on the part of the FAA and the airlines. NASA's specific objectives in
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sponsoring the study were: To compare the relative effectiveness of no training,
aerobatic training (in light aircraft), ground simulation, combined aerobatic and
ground simulation training, and inflight simulation training on airplane upset
recovery; 2. To determine how well currently trained, new-hire airline pilots are
able to respond to a representative set of prototypical airplane upset scenarios;
3. To identify any specific weakness in pilots' recovery techniques and to identify
areas in which current training should be improved; and 4. To determine whether
some types of airplane upset scenarios are more difficult to recover from than
others.
Review of Management of Jet Aircraft Engines by Air Training Command in Its
Ground Training Programs for Department of Air Force
Major Projects Report 2008
The Jobs, Education and Training Program : Evaluation Report
Ministry of Defence
Air Force and Navy Plans to Acquire Trainer Aircraft
A companion work to the main report (HCP 64-I).
Bibliography of Books and Published Reports on Gas Turbines, Jet Propulsion and
Rocket Power Plants
Jobs, Education and Training (JET) Evaluation Report
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Annual Report to Congress
Jobs, Education and Training : Interim Evaluation Report
Aircraft Accident Report: United Airlines Flight 227
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